Letter to the user
Dear user!
Thank you for your choice!
If you sleep tight, there is no need to control a dream. But if you sleep badly, and at
this App repeatedly sends you notifications about a bad dream, eventually, you also
will feel even more tired.
But Lunar doesn’t disturb the user. Synchronization isn’t necessary for this device,
and also there is no need to check its data daily. You can even forget about its
existence.
Lunar quietly watches a user’s dream. If necessary, the device can provide you a
data about dream and make some recommendations.
Lunar is a reliable defender of healthy and sound sleep.
Lunar can’t change the world, but it can provide a tight and quiet sleep.
					

Yours faithfully, Lunar

Manual
The sensor, which is built in the device, rather thin, don’t allow its falling or an
accent.
Don’t disassemble the device: the device is equipped with the built-in lithium battery,
please, don’t throw it into fire.
Attention: in case of using the other battery model, there is a probability of origin of
explosion. Please, follow the instruction for utilization of wasted batteries.

Lunar Sleep Smart Sensor
Instruction

Devices connection

Acquaintance
Lunar Sleep Smart Sensor is equipped with the built-in accelerometer, which in real
time writes down quality of a dream of a user. Thanks to connection to Wi-fi network,
these data remains in «cloud» or can be kept on other clever portable devices.

1. Connect device to phone
or to a router.

2. Open «Mi
Smart Home»
АРР.

3. Connect a supply adapter to
Lunar Sleep Smart Sensor; before
installation completion, don’t power
off the adapter.

This device can be used only indoors. Before using connect the device to the
wireless router.

USB connector

Button/Indicator

Installation of the application
To install the application, find in Mi Store «Mi Smart Home» APP or scan a QR code.
* This device is already in Mi Smart Home list of devices, supports MIUI
system, and also can be interfaced to other clever devices in your house.

«Mi Smart Home» АРР

4. Press the devices button
three times, then a blue
indicator will begin to blink .

5. You can also add a new
device in manual mode.

6. To finish connection
of devices, follow the
instructions.

Product
Lunar
Name: Lunar Sleep Smart Sensor
Model: M02
Date of manufacture: 2016.11
Controller: 01

Device arrangement
Please, put the device under a pillow or in a pillow, it is the closest to location of
head.
Softer pillow and mattress promote more exact collection of data about your dream.

Updating the device
1. Open Mi Smart Home APP, select software update;
2. Click the button in the upper right corner -> General Settings -> Check for
software update;
3. If there is a new version of the software, it is possible to execute update;
4. Connect the device to a power adapter and do not unplug it until the software
update is completed;
5. With a normal network signal, press the device button once, after which a green
indicator will flash;
6. Follow the APP instructions;
7. Software update has been successfully completed. The device will switch to the
recharging mode.

Technical specifications
Model: M02;
Operating temperature: -10 ° C to 40 ° C;
Humidity level: <85%;
Storage temperature: -20 ° C to 55 ° C;
Storage humidity level of the device: <95%;
Charging Voltage: DC5V;
Standard: Q / BSWKL0002-2016;
CMIIT ID: 2016DP6166;
Package: Lunar Sleep Smart Sensor x1, USB cable x1, instruction x1;
Requirements: iPhone 5 and the following models, iOS 8.0 and higher, Android 4.0
and higher.

Indicator

If user decides to discard this device, the product must be sent to the
appropriate service for its safe disposal.
Attention! Read the accompanying documents.
Recycling logo
Logo indicating environmentally friendly goods
EFUP - the period of environmentally safe usinfg of the goods

If supply adapter isn’t connected to the device, press the button once. If the
white indicator blinked once, the device is in normal operating state.

The presence of toxic and harmful substances

Conditions, which don’t enter warranty maintenance
The list of circumstances (including, but not limited) under which guarantee
maintenance is impossible:
1. Lack of the cash-memo, warranty card, or period of validity of a guarantee is
expired;
2. Damages, which have resulted from misuse of the device;
3. Damages, which have arisen under force majeur circumstances, such as:
lightning stroke, fire or flood;
4. Discrepancy of model or code of the device with the data, specified in the
warranty card;
5. Decolouration or wear of the device as a result of his use.
Manufacturer: Tianjin Huantongxun Technology Ltd.
Address: Tianjin city, Xiqing Economic Development District, Xinghua Road 22

These tables are provided according to situation SJ/T 11364.
О: toxic and harmful substances in all accessories of this device contain in
quantity below extreme value according to the GB/T 26572-2011 standard.
X: availability of toxic and harmful substances, at least, in one of accessories of
this device in the quantity exceeding extreme value according to GB/T 265722011.

Warranty
Warranty service includes:
1. Within 7 days from the moment of purchase, in case of a problem, after
providing the cash-memo, the user can choose single free replacement of
goods of the same model or return;
2. Within 15 days from the moment of purchase, in case of a problem, after
providing the cash-memo, the user can choose free replacement of goods of
the same model. Guarantee period of 1 year;
3. This certificate can’t be changed or corrected, otherwise the document is
considered invalid;
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